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Molecula is a streaming AI service that empowers enterprises to understand and act on data instantly, no matter how complex, fragmented or large. By moving traditional analysis and machine learning workloads to the cloud, Molecula enables businesses, scientists and engineers to focus on the fundamental research needed to solve complex problems—very rapidly and securely—and without the expensive and difficult data management usually required.

“We wanted that instant credibility you get with Oracle. Access to Oracle’s technology, engineers, product marketers and sales teams provides exposure, expertise and credibility. Oracle’s cloud technology helps us continually deliver the highest-performing results in the most efficient, secure and scalable manner.”

Blog: Data Queries as Fast as 2 Beats of a Hummingbird’s Wings
Podcast: H.O. Maycotte on Oracle Groundbreakers

Cloud Usage

Molecula found OCI offerings to be comparable in price to AWS but with significantly more space, processing power and memory. Currently, Molecula leverages Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Oracle Kubernetes Engine, Event Hub Service and Fn (serverless). The platform also integrates with Oracle GoldenGate to extend functionality.